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1038 W. 24th Street

Burned-out Queen Anne house surrounded by contractor fence. The house burned in 2004 and has been 
under city orders to clean up the hazardous situation since then. Building and Safety issued orders to re-
pair the fire damage on April 4, 2003. Permits were only issued four years later, on May 9, 2007. Those 
permits expired on September 13, 2007, with the work still undone. New permits were issued on No-
vember 5, 2007 and again expired, on December 27, 2007. The owner early in 2008 submitted plans for 
fixing the building. The property was inspected by an electrical engineer on February 22, 2008, and there 
was a plan check on February 25. LADBS Inspector John Cordon reports that the owners are clearing 
their restoration plans with the HPOZ and Planning Dept. and were to have started restoration in April. 
No workers have been present in multiple observations between early April and July 15, but we have 
been informed that the holdup is because of ongoing discussions with the HPOZ.
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1121 W. 24th Street

Inoperable vehicles and junk storage on property. Put on our list in May 2006.  Assigned to LADBS 
Inspector Hector Rodriguez, 213-252-3032. The owner had already been cited for this violation in May 
of 2004. Orders issued (#1263163) specifying violations: “Maintenance and repair of existing building; 
excessive or overgrown vegetation; open storage of inoperable vehicles; rubbish, garbage, trash and 
debris on the premises; the approximate 15’x10’ construction of a covered patio was/is constructed with-
out the required permits and approvals; and open storage within the required yards.”  Compliance date 
of 9/27/06. The owner, who no longer operates a business from these premises, began to slowly clear 
the junk storage without ever completing the cleanup. In response to further orders from Building and 
Safety and a  city attorney hearing the owner began to move storage to the front of the lot for removal. 
We spoke to the owner on January 15, 2008. He is 74 and working alone. He said two loads had been 
picked up by a recycling company. A very large amount of heavy metal and wood storage remains and it 
is not clear that one elderly man is capable of clearing this. He said he has been given a 45-day notice to 
complete the work. Deputy City Attorney Jan De Andrade spoke to him again at the end of February and 
he agreed to accept help in clearing the old storage. In observations between June 3 and July 15, 2008, it 
appears that efforts to clear the property have stopped. Jan De Andrade has spoken to Ed Reyes’ deputy 
Lynnelle Scaduto and they are trying to enlist the Los Angeles Conservation Corps’ Clean and Green 
unit or the Mayor’s Service Day to do the cleanup.
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Northbound Normandie offramp from the 10 Freeway

Complaint from members of the Van Buren Place block club of trash and debris. Placed cleanup order 
with Caltrans online July 30, 2008.


